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Abstract. In this paper a robust video content retrieval method based
on spatiotemporal features is proposed. To date, most video retrieval
methods are using the character of video key frames. This kind of frame
based methods is not robust enough for diﬀerent video format. With
our method, the temporal variation of visual information is presented
using spatiotemporal slice. Then the DCT is used to extract feature of
slice. With this kind of feature, a robust video content retrieval algorithm
is developed. The experiment results show that the proposed feature is
robust for variant video format.

1

Introduction

With the advances in multimedia and Internet applications, techniques for video
retrieval are in increasing demand. The existing approaches in clip-based retrieval with visual cues are mainly based on image retrieval techniques. The
most common of these are (1) to use color histogram of key frames (2) to match
key frames using color, texture combined with motion information and (3) to
use correlation between frames using ordinal measure [1]. As pointed out in [2],
ordinal measures based techniques give better performance in comparing with
color or motion based methods. But the number of partitions is critical when
there existing display format changed contents [3].
It is known that two video clips with same content but compressed in diﬀerent
formats may have distinct color or texture characteristics. The color or texture
based features used in image matching are no longer ﬁt for retrieval the same
video content in diﬀerent format. Due to this consideration, we present a retrieval
method based on spatiotemporal slice for matching video clips with same content
but in diﬀerent format in this paper. A spatiotemporal slice is a collection of scans
in the same position of every frame which indicates the coherency of the video
[5]. Ngo used the color and texture of spatiotemporal slice for video clustering
and retrieval in [4]. But the retrieval for video content in diﬀerent format was
not discussed in Ngo’s paper. In this paper, we will develop a method using the
low-frequency AC DCT coeﬃcients of spatiotemporal slice blocks to match video
clips with the same content but compressed in diﬀerent formats.
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Clips Retrieval

The horizontal slice which is the collection of scans at the middle row of every
frame is used in our method. The slice is converted into gray image and the height
of slice is resized to N ×N . Then the resized gray slice is segmented into N blocks.
By analyzing these blocks with discrete cosine transform (DCT), the variation
information of video clip is generated. A sample of grayed slice and blocks are
shown in Figure 1. In this way we can transform clip retrieval problem into block

Fig. 1. Grayed slice and blocks from a video clip (n=32)

sequence matching problem. Because most energy of DCT is compacted on lowfrequency AC DCT coeﬃcients, the ﬁrst P low-frequency AC DCT coeﬃcients of
each block are gathered to form a feature vector for the blocks and video content.
Let CQ = (Q1 , Q2 , · · · , Qm ) and CT = (T1 , T2 , · · · , Tn )(m ≤ n) denote feature
vector group of the query clip Q and the target clip T . Qi =< Qi [0], ..., Qi [P −
1] >denotes the feature vector of the ith block. We use Video Feature Vector
Similarity (V F V S) to locate Q in T . The matching process is as the following
steps.
(1) Shift CQ along CT from the beginning of CT . Let CTi = (Yi , Yi+1 , ···, Yi+m−1 )
denote some part of CT that has the same block number as CQ starting at block
i(i ≤ n − m + 1).
(2) Compute the V F V S between CQ and CTi using:
L
V F V S(CTi , CQ ) = 1 − L
i=1

i=1

d(CTi , CQ )

(abs(CTi ) + abs(CQ ))

(1)

Where d(·) is the distance metric deﬁned on feature vector (here L1 distance
is applied), and abs(·) is the sum of the absolute value of elements of feature
vector.
(3) The local maximums of the V F V S(CQ , CTi )(i = 0, · · · , n − m + 1) values
which above a certain threshold are taken as matches.

3

Experiments and Discussion

In this part we present the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm with experimental results.
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Firstly, a 30 minutes MPEG-1 video is divided into 24 equal clips and the
boundaries of each query clip are the multiple of block size N . Then each clip
is taken as query clip Q. The algorithm proposed in section 2 is used to locate
Q in original video T . In the experiments, all clips are correctly located. The
similarity between Q and sub sequences of T is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Query clips locating with aligned block boundary
Similarity
Ssame
Sdif f

Mean
1.0
0.232157

Stdev.
0.0
0.041292

Note: Ssame : similarity between the query clips and the located clips having the
same content; Sdif f : similarity between the query clips and other clips having
diﬀerent content; Mean is the average value of the similarity; Standard Deviation.
Stdev. is the standard deviation of the similarity.
Table 2. Query clips locating with unaligned block boundary
Similarity
Ssimi
Sdif f

Mean
0.573746
0.226036

Stdev.
0.169228
0.033999

Note: Ssimi : the larger one of similarity value between the query clips and clips
start at frame 32m and 32(m+1); Sdif f : similarity between the query clips and
other clips.
Because the feature used in this paper is slice block based, in practice, the
block boundaries of query clips may not aligned with the block boundaries of
target video. In experiments, the block size is set as N = 32. We chose the sub
sequences of target clip T starting at frame 32m + i, (i = 0, 1, 2,...,31)as query
clips Q. So the block boundary of query clips Q and target clip T are not aligned.
The similarity between Q and sub sequences of T is presented in Table 2. Further
more, the minimum of Ssame is 0.40695. This is larger than Mean+4×Stdev of
Sdif f in Table 1. The similarity between Q and sub sequences of T is assumed to
obey Gaussian distribution. According to the properties of Gaussian distribution,
the proposed method can tell the same content as Q from the diﬀerent content
of Q with the probability larger than 0.9999. Four query clips Q are transcoded
into 3 diﬀerent formats. The average similarity between Q and reformatted clips
Q are presented in Table 3. The threshold of similarity for clip matching is set
at 0.4 to locate the position of query clip Q in target clip T . In experiment we
locate all the 12 reformatted clips in T with no false positive.
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Table 3. Similarity between original clips and reformatted clips
Reformatted clip
352 × 288 in AVI
320 × 180 in AVI
320 × 180 in MPEG1

4

Similarity
0.88623
0.87302
0.90397

Conclusion and Future Work

A robust video content retrieval method is proposed in this paper. The proposed
method adopts a novel feature extraction scheme for video content representation. It diﬀers from most existing video retrieval methods in that it is no longer
using the character of every single frame. The spatiotemporal features extracted
with slice DCT are sensitive to clip content variation and robust to video format changing. With this kind of feature, we develop a robust video clip retrieval
algorithm. The experiment results show that the proposed feature is robust for
variant video format.
There are still things to do with our method. For example, the feature can be
more compact, the feature vector matching method can be more eﬃcient. The
next target is to revise the method in this paper for large scale video data.
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